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FLOORBOARDS WITH DECORATIVE GROOVES

Technical field

00

The invention relates to floorboards provided with decorative grooves and\O
methods for making such floorboards. More specifically, the invention relates

C 10 to floors of the type having a core and a decorative surface layer on the upper

side of the core.

Background of the Invention

A reference herein to a patent document or other matter which is given as

prior art is not to be taken as an admission that that document or matter was,

in Australia, known or that the information it contains was part of the common

general knowledge as at the priority date of any of the claims.

Laminate flooring usually consists of a core of a 6-9 mm fibreboard, a 0.2-0.8

mm thick upper decorative surface layer of laminate and a 0.1-0.6 mm thick

lower balancing layer of laminate, plastic, paper or like material. The surface

layer provides appearance and durability to the floorboards. The core provides

stability, and the balancing layer keeps the board plane when the relative

humidity (RH) varies during the year. Laminate flooring can also be made of

compact laminate. Surface layer and balancing layer are then applied to a core

of phenol-impregnated kraft paper or phenol-impregnated wood fibres.

Manufacture of surface layer, core and balancing layer takes place while

pressure and heat are being supplied. The floorboards are usually laid floating,

i.e. without gluing, on an existing subfloor which does not have to be

completely smooth or plane. Any irregularities are eliminated wholly or partly

by means of base material in the form of e.g. board or foam which is placed

between the floorboards and the subfloor. Traditional hard floorboards in

floating flooring of this type are usually joined by means of glued tongue-and-



0groove joints joints involving a tongue on one floorboard and a tongue
groove on an adjoining floorboard) on long side and short side. When laying

the floor, the boards are brought together horizontally, whereby a projecting

tongue along the joint edge of one board is introduced into a tongue groove

along the joint edge of an adjoining board. The same method is used on the

long side as well as on the short side.

00
0 In addition to such traditional floors, which are joined by means of glued

N tongue-and-groove joints, floorboards have recently been developed which do

N not require the use of glue and instead are joined mechanically by means of

so-called mechanical joint systems. These systems comprise locking means

(Ni which lock the boards horizontally and/or vertically. The mechanical joint

systems can be formed by machining of the core of the board. Alternatively,

parts of the locking system can be formed of a separate material, which is

integrated with the floorboard, i.e. joined with the floorboard even in connection

with the manufacture thereof. Separate materials can either be fixedly secured

to the floorboard mechanically, by means of glue and the like. They can also

be mechanically secured in such a manner that they can, for instance, be

displaced along the joint edge or be detached by an angular motion.

The main advantages of floating floors with mechanical joint systems are that

they can easily and quickly by laid by various combinations of inward angling,

snapping-in and displacement along the joint edge. Snapping-in can take

place by displacement of the joint edges horizontally, vertically or at different

angles. The floorboards can also easily be taken up again and used once

more at a different location. A further advantage of the mechanical joint

systems is that the edge portions of the floorboards can be made of materials

which need not have good gluing properties.

The most common core material is a fibreboard with high density and good

stability usually called HDF-High Density Fibreboard. Sometimes also MDF-

Medium Density Fibreboard is used as core. As a rule, these core materials

are of high quality and often have an attractive surface which can resist

penetration of moisture.



3
0 Thick surface layers of wood, for instance 1-4 mm, are usually applied to a

ccore consisting of wood blocks whose fibre direction is perpendicular to the

fibre direction of the surface layer. Particle board, fibreboard or plywood are

also used both when the surface layer is thick and also when the surface

5 layers are thin veneer with a thickness of e. g. 0.2-1.0 mm.

Laminate flooring and also many other floorings with a surface layer of plastic,
00

Owood, veneer, cork and the like are made by the surface layer and the

N balancing layer being applied to a core material. This application may take

Nplace by gluing a previously manufactured decorative layer, for instance when

the fibreboard is provided with a decorative high pressure laminate which is

Smade in a separate operation where a plurality of impregnated sheets of paper

are compressed under high pressure and at a high temperature. The currently

most common method when making laminate flooring, however, is direct

laminating which is based on a more modern principle where both manufacture

of the decorative laminate layer and the fastening to the fibreboard take place

in one and the same manufacturing step. Impregnated sheets of paper are

applied directly to the board and pressed together under pressure and heat

without any gluing.

In addition to these two methods, a number of other methods are used to

provide the core with a surface layer. A decorative pattern can be printed on

the surface of the core, which is then, for example, coated with a wear layer.

The core can also be provided with a surface layer of wood, veneer, decorative

paper or plastic sheeting, and these materials can then be coated with a wear

layer.

As a rule, the above methods result in a floor element in the form of a large

board which is then sawn into, for instance, some ten floor panels, which are

then machined to floorboards. The above methods can in some cases result in

completed floor panels and sawing is then not necessary before the machining

to completed floorboards is carried out. Manufacture of individual floor panels

usually takes place when the panels have a surface layer of wood or veneer.

In all cases, the above floor panels are individually machined along their edges

to floorboards. The machining of the edges is carried out in advanced milling

machines where the floor panel is exactly positioned between one or more



4
0 chains and bands mounted, so that the floor panel can be moved at high

speed and with great accuracy past a number of milling motors, which are

provided with diamond cutting tools or metal cutting tools, which machine the

edge of the floor panel. By using several milling motors operating at different

5 angles, advanced joint geometries can be formed at speeds exceeding 100

m/min and with an accuracy of ±0.02 mm.

00
OIn the following text, the visible surface of the installed floorboard is called

N "front side", while the opposite side of the floorboard, facing the subfloor, is

N called "rear side". The sheet-shaped starting material that is used is called

"core". When the core is coated with a surface layer closest to the front side

Sand preferably also a balancing layer closest to the rear side, it forms a semi-

manufacture which is called "floor panel" or "floor element" in the case where

the semi-manufacture, in a subsequent operation, is divided into a plurality of

floor panels mentioned above. When the floor panels are machined along their

edges so as to obtain their final shape with the joint system, they are called

"floorboards". By "surface layer" are meant all layers applied to the core

closest to the front side and covering preferably the entire front side of the

floorboard. By "decorative surface layer" is meant a layer which is mainly

intended to give the floor its decorative appearance. "Wear layer" relates to a

layer which is mainly adapted to improve the durability of the front side. In a

laminate floor, this wear layer often consists of a transparent paper containing

melamine and aluminium oxide. By "reinforcing layer" is meant a layer which is

mainly intended to improve the capability of the surface layer of resisting

impact and pressure and, in some cases, compensating for the irregularities of

the core so that these will not be visible at the surface. In high pressure

laminates, this reinforcing layer usually consists of brown kraft paper which is

impregnated with phenol resin. By "decorative layer" is meant a layer which is

applied to the reinforcing layer in an analog manner, i.e. under the decorative

surface layer, but with a view to achieving a predetermined appearance, rather

than a reinforcing effect. The decorative layer can be identical with the

reinforcing layer by this being stained or modified in some other manner to

obtain a desired appearance.



0 By "the part of the core which is closest to the surface layer" is generally meant

the part of the core which is positioned above the vertical locking means, and

preferably at a shorter distance from the surface layer of the core than from the

vertical locking means.

Regarding "plywood", which consists of several layers of crosswise joined

layers of wood, the inner layers of the plywood are to be considered to
00

Oconstitute a core, the outer layers being considered to constitute surface layer,

NO reinforcing layer and/or decorative layer, according to the definitions above.

By "horizontal plane" is meant a plane which is parallel to the outer part of the

surface layer. In the joined position, the two juxtaposed upper joint edges

define a "vertical joint plane".

The outer parts of the floorboard at the edge of the floorboard between the

front side and the rear side are called "joint edge". As a rule, the joint edge has

several "joint surfaces" which can be vertical, horizontal, angled, rounded,

bevelled etc. These joint surfaces can be made of different materials, for

instance laminate, fibreboard, wood, plastic, metal aluminium) or sealing

material. By "joint edge portion" are meant the joint edge of the floorboard and

part of the floorboard portions closest to the joint edge. By "decorative joint

portion" is generally meant part of the surface of the floorboard which is

intended to resemble a visible joint between, for instance, stone or wood

material.

By "joint" or "joint system" are meant coacting connecting means which

connect the floorboards vertically and/or horizontally. In connection with joining

of the floorboards, "vertical" means a direction which is perpendicular to the

horizontal plane. "Horizontal" means a direction which is perpendicular to the

vertical joint plane of the respective joints.

The above techniques can be used to manufacture laminate flooring which are

highly natural copies of wooden flooring. In recent years, imitations of stones,

tiles and the like have become more and more common. In this context, it is

tried to manufacture decorative joint portions between stones and tiles which

should be as natural as possible. They should have decoration and structure

other than those of the stone material and should also be somewhat lowered



6
0 under the horizontal plane to resemble an embedded joint between two stones

0or tiles. The techniques used to manufacture these decorative joint portions
(N

are expensive and do not provide a natural appearance. It should be possible

to increase the market for these types of flooring significantly if decorative joint

edge portions could be made in a simpler and less expensive manner and with

a more natural appearance.

0 When making laminate flooring with decorative and embedded joint portions,

the starting material is a decorative paper with printed joint edge portions. This

paper is usually impregnated with melamine resin. Uncontrolled swelling takes

place in this operation. In the subsequent lamination, the decorative

(impregnated paper is placed on a core. A transparent wear layer is preferably

placed over this decorative paper and then lamination takes place against an

embossed metal sheet, in which joint portions are formed which usually have a

structure different from that of the remaining part of the metal sheet and where

joint portions are designed so that a depression of 0.2 mm can be provided in

connection with laminating. The result is a floor element whose front side has

an embedded joint pattern corresponding to the intended joint portions

between, for instance, tiles or stones.

This manufacturing method suffers from a number of problems which are

above all related to difficulties in positioning the decorative paper and metal

sheets in connection with laminating and the difficulty in positioning floor

element and floor panels in the subsequent sawing and machining of the joint

edges.

The metal sheet must be positioned with great accuracy relative to the

decorative paper. Even if this is carried out with extremely great accuracy, it is

not possible to eliminate the uncontrolled swelling in connection with

impregnating. This swelling also causes problems in the sawing operation and

machining of joint edges. The result of these swelling and positioning problems

is that decoration and embossing do not agree with each other and that the

decorative embedded joint portions vary between different floorboards, which

results in an unnatural appearance.



0 To counteract these problems, different methods have been used. One

method is to limit the format of the floor element so as to thus reduce the

maximum deviation in connection with swelling. Special marks are made on

the decorative paper which can then be read optically in connection with

5 pressing and sawing. Then the boards are aligned as accurately as possible

and individual adjustment of the sawblades can be made for each floor

00oo element.

The main disadvantage of this method is high cost, low capacity and extremely

great remaining deviation between decoration, embossing and joint edge in the

Scompleted floorboard.

It is also difficult to provide a deep depression in high pressure laminate

without damaging the decorative paper. Depressing of joint portions in

connection with direct lamination results in fibres of the core being

compressed. The compressed fibres can later, if moisture penetrates, swell

more than normal and cause damage to the joint edge.

Laminate floor or wooden floor can have an upper joint edge which is rounded

or. bevelled at an angle of 35-45 degrees. This type of edge machining which

is mainly intended to reduce the problems with different vertical positions

between two joint edges is not suitable to provide the design of the edge which

the present invention can provide.

It would be desirable to eliminate or reduce one or more of the problems

occurring in connection with manufacture and use of floorboards with

decorative embedded joint portions. It would also be desirable to provide a

rational and cost-efficient manufacturing method for manufacturing floor

elements, floor panels and floorboards.



0 Summary of the Invention

According to the present invention there is provided a system for making a

decorative joint portion at two adjoining joint edges of adjacent laminate

floorboards, each floorboard having a core, a laminate surface layer arranged

on an upper side of the core, and connecting means arranged at said adjoining

00oo joint edges for connecting the floorboards with each other in a vertical and/or
0
O horizontal direction, parts of the surface layer closest to said adjoining joint

edges forming a horizontal plane and the laminate surface layer including an

upper layer and an underlying layer, wherein at least one of said adjoining joint

edges has a surface which consists of the underlying layer and which is(Ni

substantially parallel to the horizontal plane.

According to the present invention there is further provided a laminate

floorboard which has a core, a laminate surface layer arranged on upper side

of the core, and connecting means arranged at opposite joint edges of the

floorboard for connecting the floorboard with a substantially identical floorboard

in a vertical and/or horizontal direction, parts of the laminate surface layer

closest to said joint edges forming a horizontal plane, and the laminate surface

layer including an upper layer and an underlying layer, wherein at least one of

the joint edges of the floorboard has a surface which includes the underlying

layer and which is substantially parallel to the horizontal plane.

According to the present invention there is further provided a system for

making a decorative joint portion at two adjoining joint edges of adjacent

laminate floorboards, each floorboard having an MDF or HDF core with an

upper side, a laminate surface layer arranged on the upper side of the core,

and connecting means arranged at said adjoining joint edges for connecting

the floorboards with each other in a vertical and/or horizontal direction, parts of

the laminate surface layer closest to said adjoining joint edges forming a

horizontal plane, wherein at least one of said adjoining joint edges has a

surface which consists of an impregnated part of the core which is closest to

the laminate surface layer and which is substantially parallel to the horizontal

plane.
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0 According to the present invention there is further provided a laminate

floorboard, which has an HDF or MDF core with an upper side, a laminate

surface layer arranged on the upper side of the core, and connecting means

arranged at adjoining joint edges of the floorboard for connecting the

5 floorboard with a substantially identical floorboard in a vertical and/or

horizontal direction, parts of the surface layer closest to said joint edges

OO forming a horizontal plane, wherein at least one of the joint edges of the

Ofloorboards has a surface which includes an impregnated part of the core

which is closest to the laminate surface layer and which is substantially parallel

S 10 to the horizontal plane.

According to the present invention there is further provided a system for

making a decorative joint portion at two adjoining joint edges of adjacent

laminate floorboards, each floorboard having a core with an upper side and a

laminate surface layer arranged on the upper side of the core and connecting

means arranged at said adjoining joint edges for joining the floorboards with

each other in a vertical and/or horizontal direction, parts of the floorboard

closest to said adjoining joint edges forming a horizontal plane, wherein at

least one of said adjoining joint edges has a groove with a bottom surface and

at least one lateral surface, the lateral surface having a first angle to the

horizontal plane, the bottom surface having a second angle to the horizontal

plane, said first angle being greater than said second angle, and the bottom

surface being formed in the laminate surface layer or in an impregnated part of

the core which is closest to the surface layer.

According to the present invention there is further provided a method for

making a decorative joint portion on a laminate floorboard, said floorboard

including an upper layer and an underlying layer, the method including the step

of at least partly removing, adjacent to an edge portion of the floorboard, the

upper layer so that said underlying layer is uncovered and forms a surface

which is substantially parallel to the upper side of the floorboard.

According to the present invention there is further provided a method for

making a decorative joint portion on a laminate floor panel for manufacturing a



0 floorboard for laminate flooring, the floorboard including an upper layer, the

Smethod including the provision, under said upper layer, of an underlying layer

adjacent to at least one edge portion of the floorboard, and at least partly

removing the upper layer so that said underlying layer is uncovered and forms

a surface parallel to an upper side of the floorboard.

oo The invention is particularly suited for use in mechanical locking systems

integrated with the floorboard of the type described and shown, for example, in

W09426999, W09966151, W09966152, SE 0100100-7 and SE0100101-5

t 10 (owned by Valinge Aluminium AB) but is also usable in optional joint systems

Swhich can be used to join floors.

The present invention is particularly suitable for use in floating floors, which are

formed of floorboards which are joined mechanically with a joint system

integrated with the floorboard, i.e. mounted at the factory, and are made up of

one or more preferably moisture-proof upper layers of decorative laminate or

decorative plastic material, an intermediate core of wood-fibre-based material

or plastic material and preferably a lower balancing layer on the rear side of

the core. However, it should be emphasised that the invention can be used in

optional floorboards with optional joint systems, where the floorboards

preferably have a core and at least one surface layer and where these two

parts have, or in connection with manufacture can obtain, different decorative

properties in the form of colour, pattern, structure or the like. The invention can

thus also be applicable to, for instance, floors with one or more surface layers

of wood, plastic material, flexible fibres such as needle felt or combinations of

different materials, for instance wood, plastic, cork, rubber or other materials

that are used as surface layers in floors. The invention can also be used to

form decorative joint portions in homogeneous materials such as

homogeneous wooden floors.

The invention is based on the knowledge that the decorative joint portions

should be made in connection with the machining of the joint edges of the floor

panel. Laminating and sawing can then take place without any specific

requirements as to alignment, and swelling problems do not occur.
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0 The decorative and embedded joint portion can be provided by part of the

surface layer, preferably the decorative surface layer, being removed to such

an extent that an underlying layer is uncovered, which layer has a desired

decorative effect. This underlying layer can be, for instance, a surface layer

5 which is a reinforcing layer, a decorative layer or an uncovered part of the core

of the floorboard. According to an embodiment, machining takes place to such

00 a depth that the decorative surface layer is removed and it is ensured that the

Ounderlying layer is uncovered. According to an embodiment, the machining of

the underlying layer can be limited to what is necessary to achieve the desired

effect. Thus, machining can be carried out to such a depth that the surface

Slayer, at the joint edge, is completely removed, but without completely

removing the underlying layer. This may in some cases result in the removing

of material, for the purpose of completely removing the surface layer, being

allowed to extend slightly into the underlying layer.

The decorative joint portion can also be provided by machining which removes

all surface layers so that the core becomes visible. Also in this case, the depth

of machining can be limited to the parts of the core which are closest to the

surface layer.

According to an embodiment, the depth of machining is very small in relation to

the thickness of the floorboard. Such shallow grooves give a number of

advantages, for instance that decorative grooves can be provided which do not

collect dirt and which are easy to clean. Other advantages imply that

machining in the surface layers or in the core parts closest to the surface

layers need not cause deterioration of the floorboard in terms of durability,

impact strength or moisture resistance.

We have discovered that with suitable working machines and diamond cutting

tools, it is possible to make a partial removal of the surface layer with an

accuracy of 0.01 mm. The surface layer can thus be removed partially and the

underlying layer can be uncovered. This underlying layer can be given an

appearance and structure that deviate from the remaining surface of the

floorboard and can thus constitute an embedded decorative joint portion.
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0 The invention is particularly suited for use in the joint edge portions of the

Nfloorboards, but one or more decorative embedded grooves according to the

invention can also be arranged at an optional location between the joint edge

portions of the floorboards.

Thus the floorboard can have a surface that consists of a plurality of surface

OO portions with decorative embedded grooves between these portions, thereby

Oforming a surface pattern with a plurality of tiles or elongate blocks or the like.

The decorative portion can be placed optionally on the surface of the

floorboard and it can have an optional extent or shape. The decorative joint

0 portion can be positioned on both adjoining edges of two joined floorboards.

The decorative joint portion can also be positioned on one edge only. The joint

portion can, but need not, have an extent that covers the entire joint edge.

The decorative joint portion can be parallel with the joint edge, but it may also

have a deviating shape, for instance wave-shaped, toothed, wedge-shaped

and the like. Such shapes can be achieved, for example, by machining using

an oscillating tool, or by machining using an angled took with an embossed

surface. Nor does the decorative joint portion need to have the same depth

from the floor surface along its entire extent or between two adjoining joint

edges.

The invention is also particularly suited for use with floorboards having

mechanical joint systems which allow exact positioning of the floorboards

relative to each other without visible joint gaps in the decorative joint portion.

Such locking systems give the decorative joint portion a natural appearance.

The decorative visible reinforcing layer can be made in a number of different

ways. The kraft paper which constitutes the reinforcing layer can be wholly or

partly stained in the parts that will later constitute the decorative joint portions.

The partial staining can take place with overmeasure so as not to cause

positioning problems in the rest of the production process. Phenol or melamine

resin that is used in impregnation can be stained. Decorative reinforcing layers

can be arranged both in manufacture of floorboards with surface layers of high

pressure laminate and direct laminate. Surface layers of plastic or several
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0 layers of decorative veneer layers can in the same way be machined for the

cpurpose of providing decorative joint portions.

The machining extends preferably to a depth which is at least 0.1 times the

thickness of the surface layer, counting from the upper side of the surface

layer, provided that this is sufficient to uncover an underlying layer.

00

OThe extent of the machining counting from the joint plane and inwards is

selected so that a groove of a desired width is formed. When selecting the

width of the groove, it is also taken into consideration whether only one or both

of two adjoining floorboards are to be provided with decorative grooves, the

grooves of each floorboard being given a suitable width.

For instance, the extent of the machining counting from the vertical joint plane

and inwards to the floorboard can also be at least 0.1 times the thickness of

the floorboard. Such a decorative joint portion is suitable to resemble a joint

gap between homogeneous parquet blocks or floorboards of wood. The

uncovered reinforcing layer, counting from the vertical joint plane, may also

have an extent corresponding to about 0.25 times the thickness of the

floorboard. Such a decorative joint portion is suitable to resemble a joint

between two stone slabs. The decorative joint portion may also have an

optional horizontal extent within the range 0.1-1.0 times the thickness of the

floorboard. In normal laminate floors with a thickness of 6-9 mm, such

decorative joint portions may suitably be formed with a horizontal extent

corresponding to, for instance, 0.5-3.0 mm.

Surface layers on the core may be removed so that the core becomes visible.

The core can thus be used to create a decorative embedded joint portion,

either by the core having suitable properties, or by part of or the entire core

before laminating, or after machining, being machined in a convenient manner

so as to provide a decorative appearance or better properties in order to

counteract moisture or wear.



0 We have discovered that mechanical joint systems as a rule require the use of

relatively qualified core materials to provide a mechanical joint system with

sufficient strength and a good function. Such high quality core materials,

however, are not used for decoration purposes since they are concealed by

5 the surface layer.

00oo The decorative joint portion is formed by the surface layer being removed and

Othe core being uncovered within areas that are to constitute the decorative joint

portion.

HDF and plastic materials are particularly convenient in this context. HDF

boards can, for instance, be stained using different colorants even in

manufacture, and portions of the core can be reinforced by impregnating

before or after laminating, using chemicals such as melamine, phenol,

polyurethane and the like. The uncovered core can, for instance, be

impregnated after machining. This impregnation can take place with great

accuracy, using chemicals such as various types of oil or wax. These agents

can penetrate into the core and they can be drawn in under the laminate

surface. By suitable machining, the visible core surface can be machined with

very high precision. It is advantageous if machining occurs to a depth which is

marginally greater than the surface layer. The advantage is that such

decorative joint portions do not collect dirt. If the surface layer is directly

laminated, such machining will also cause the surface of the uncovered core to

have good properties in terms of moisture and wear. We have discovered that

core parts immediately under the surface layer are impregnated with melamine

in connection with the laminating process when the melamine-impregnated

paper is pressed against the core. The melamine penetrates about 0.2-0.4 mm

into the core under the surface layer and bonds the wood fibres. The depth of

penetration and the amount of melamine depend on the laminating process.

Machining which is essentially parallel with the surface layer and extends to a

depth of e.g. 0.1 mm under the surface layer may be advantageous since the

uncovered core surface will then contain a great amount of melamine. The

quality properties of the decorative joint portion may thus be positively affected

by a suitable laminating method being used. A larger amount of melamine in



0 the decorative layer, and a longer press cycle and/or machining of the surface

N of the core so that it will be more susceptible to melamine, may be used to

affect the quality properties of the joint portions. This is also applicable when

surface layers of e.g. high-pressure laminate or wood are glued to a core. Glue

5 penetrates into the upper parts of the core and bonds the fibres. Glue,

melamine and other chemicals used in the production of floor elements or floor

00oo panels may also be stained, which may be used to obtain decorative effects.

The visible joint edges can be machined to a number of varying shapes, such

as rounded, bevelled at different angles and the like. Grooves can be made in

the core before or after laminating, which are filled with suitable filling materials

C)which have more suitable properties than does the core as regards, for

instance, moisture and decoration. These filling materials can be placed in the

core in the areas which will then constitute visible portions when the surface

layer is removed or when the joint edge is given its final shape.

The floor surface may be provided with optional decorative grooves. One or

more parallel grooves may exist at the joint edges and/or between the joint

edges. The grooves may also be rectangular, square, round, elliptic and the

like. with a modern production process, advanced patterns can be made in the

floor surface. This technique is particularly suitable for laminate floors, but may

also be used in other types of floors.

Examples of embodiments of the invention will now be described in more detail

with reference to the accompanying drawings.

Brief Description of the Drawings

Figs la-d illustrate in different steps manufacture of a floorboard.

Figs 2a-e illustrate the composition of laminate flooring with a surface of high

pressure laminate and direct laminate.

Figs 3a-b illustrate examples of different ways of manufacture of a decorative

joint portion according to prior art.



0 Figs 4a-b illustrate a decorative joint portion according to the invention.

Figs 5a-c show an alternative embodiment of the decorative joint portion

according the invention.

Figs 6a-c show different embodiments of the invention.

00oo

Figs 7a-c show a floorboard according to the invention.
(Ni

Figs 8 illustrates a manufacturing method for making decorative grooves.

Figs 9a-d illustrate different embodiments of the invention

Figs 10a-e illustrate different embodiments of floorboards manufactured

according to the invention,

Figs 11 a-b illustrate manufacture of decorative joint portions.

Description of Embodiments of the Invention

Figs la-d show in four steps manufacture of a floorboard. Fig. la shows the

three basic components surface layer 31, core 30 and balancing layer 32. Fig.

lb shows a floor element 3, where surface layer and balancing layer 32. Fig.

lb shows a floor element 3, where surface layer and balancing layer have

been applied to the core. Fig. ic shows how floor panels 2 are made by

dividing the floor element. Fig. ld shows how the floor panel 2 after machining

of its edges obtains its final shape and becomes a completed floor- board 1

with a joint system 7, which in this case is mechanical, on the long sides 4a,

4b.

Figs. 2a shows manufacture of high pressure laminate. A wear layer 34 of a

transparent material with great wearing strength is impregnated with melamine

with aluminium oxide added. A decorative layer 35 of paper impregnated with

melamine is placed under this layer 34. One or more reinforcing layers 36a,
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0 36b of core paper impregnated with phenol are placed under the decorative

Slayer 35 and the entire packet is placed in a press where it cures under

pressure and heat to an about 0.5 -0.8 mm thick surface layer 31 of high

pressure laminate. Fig. 2c shows how this surface layer 31 can then be glued

5 together with a balancing layer 32 to a core 30 to constitute a floor element 3.

When making compact laminate, the entire core consists of reinforcing layers.
o00

Figs 2d and 2e illustrate direct lamination. A wear layer 34 in the form of an

overlay and a decorative layer 35 of decoration paper, which are impregnated

Swith melamine, are placed directly on a core 30, after which all three parts and,

C) 10 as a rule, also a rear balancing layer 32 are placed in the press where they

cure under heat and pressure to a floor element 3 with a decorative surface

layer 31 having a thickness of about 0.2 mm. The upper part 25 of the core

closest to the decoration paper 35 will be impregnated with melamine in

lamination. As a rule, 0.2 mm of the core closest to the surface layer is

impregnated with melamine. This part has better proper- ties than other parts

of the core and is less sensitive to moisture, impact and wear. It may thus be

an advantage if the decorative joint portion is formed in this part of the core. A

glue layer used for joining of surface layer and core may have the same

function.

Figs 3a-c show manufacture of a decorative joint portion 20,21 according to

prior art. Fig. 3a shows the floor element 3 before sawing. Owing to

uncontrolled swelling of the decoration paper, the embossing of the surface

has not occurred with sufficient precision. Fig. 3b shows the edges of the

floorboard after sawing and machining. Decoration and embossing deviate

significantly from the intended position.

Figs 4a-b show manufacture of a decorative joint portion 20,21 according to

the invention. Fig. 4a shows a floor panel after laminating, but before sawing.

The decorative joint portion 20,21 has been made by machining of the joint

portions. The decorative surface layer 35 has been removed and the

reinforcing layer 36a is visible and constitutes a decorative joint portion 20, 21.

The edges of the floorboard are in this embodiment provided with a

mechanical locking system consisting of a groove 9 and a tongue 10 which



0 lock vertically and a locking groove 12 and a locking element 8 which lock

horizontally. The joint edges may have optional joint systems. The decorative

joint portions 20,21 have in this embodiment essentially the same width and

depth. The width and depth may also be different between the two joint

5 portions 20,21.

Figs 5a-c show in detail the different steps of manufacture for providing a
o00

decorative joint edge portion which in this embodiment consists of a wood-

O fibre-based core 30 which is impregnated and/or stained before lamination.

SAccording to Fig. 5a, the stained impregnating material 24 is applied, for

instance with a nozzle 40, to the core surface 33 in the portions which in the

Scompleted floorboard will constitute the decorative joint portions 20,21. A

considerable part of the upper part of the intended joint edge is impregnated,

so that a stained and preferably moisture-proof core portion is formed. Vacuum

46 can be used to facilitate penetration of impregnating material.

Fig. 5b shows the floor element 3 with a surface layer 31, a balancing layer 32

and the intended saw cut 

Fig. 6c shows the edges of the floor panel 1,1' after sawing and machining.

The surface layer 35 has been partially removed so that the stained and

uncovered core is visible and constitutes a decorative joint portion 20,21. As

an alternative to impregnation before lamination, the joint edge portions in Fig.

can be impregnated with, for instance, different hydrophobing substances

that are applied after machining. Such substances can be petroleum-based

wax, mineral oil and the like, optionally with pigments added. They can, for

instance, be applied in several steps with supply of energy to facilitate

penetration and hardening.

Figs 6a-c illustrate embodiments of the invention.

The machining of the decorative joint portion can according to Fig. 6a extend

to a depth P2, counting from the horizontal plane HP, which is at least 0.1

times the thickness of the surface layer 31. The sum of the extent PI of the

machining in the joint portions of the two floorboards 1, counting from the

vertical plane VP and inwards to the floorboards, according to Figs 6a and 6b
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is preferably also about 0.1 times the floor thickness T or greater. Such a

N decorative joint portion is suitable to resemble a joint gap between, for

instance, two wood blocks. The uncovered reinforcing layer 36a according to

Fig 6a or the uncovered core surface in the two joint edges, according to Fig

5 6b, VP, may also have an extent counting from the vertical plane, which

corresponds to about 0.25 times the thickness T of the floorboard. Such a

00oo decorative joint portion is suitable to resemble the joint between two stone

slabs. A plurality of alternatives are feasible.

N The joint edges between two adjoining floorboards 1, 1' may, for instance,

have one or more decorative joint portions which together have a visible width

Sof 0.2 to 10 mm. In Fig. 6a, two adjoining edges form in the joined position a

decorative groove with a bottom surface 20,21 and lateral surfaces 22,23. The

lateral surfaces 22,23 have an angle Al, Al' to the horizontal plane HP which is

greater than the angle A2, A2', A3, A3' of the bottom surface 20,21. The angle

of the lateral surfaces may preferably vary between 20 and 120 degrees and

the angle of the bottom surface may preferably vary between 0 and 

degrees. The lateral surfaces and the bottom surface may have, but need not

have, the same angle. A specific feature of this embodiment is that the lateral

surface 22,23 has a higher angle than the bottom surface 20,21. It is

advantageous if the lateral surfaces have an angle of 40-60 degrees. This

reduces tool wear. It is also advantageous if the bottom surface 20,21 is

essentially parallel to the horizontal plane. By essentially parallel is meant an

angle of about 0-10 degrees to the horizontal plane. It is also advantageous if

the bottom surface 20, 21 is plane or inclined downwards away from the

surface at an angle A3, A3'.

Fig. 6c shows how bevelled and reinforced joint portions 80,81 can be formed

by grooves being made in the core before or after lamination and where these

grooves are then filled with a decorative filling material 80,81 which then is

formed by machining to decorative and preferably moisture-proof portions.

By selecting a filling material which in terms of colour corresponds to the

decoration of the surface, it is possible to provide bevelled joint edges which

as to appearance resemble, for instance, homogeneous wooden flooring with



0 bevelled joint edge portions. Similar grooves can also be made between the

joint edge portions. As an alternative to filling material, wood, wood-based

boards, plastic, compact laminate and the like may be used. These materials

can be joined in the grooves.

Figs 7a-c show how grooves with bottom surfaces 20a, 20b according to the

invention can be manufactured and positioned optionally on the surface of the
00

Ofloorboard between the decorative joint portions 20. Preferably, such grooves

O 20a, 20b as intend to resemble the decorative joint portions 20 at the joint

N edges of the floor- board should have a width which is 2 times the width of the

joint portion 20 so that all decorative joint portions and grooves will have the

Ssame appearance once the floorboards are joined.

Fig. 8 shows how the decorative joint portions according to Fig. 7 can be

manufactured. The outer joint edge portions 20 of the floorboard are

manufactured by the floorboard being passed through milling machines fixed

between chains 50, 51 and bands 60,61, as a rule first through a first machine

that machines the long sides, and then through a second machine that

machines the short sides. The tools with their respective milling motors 70,72

are according to prior art located outside the chains and machine the joint

edges. As a rule, use is made of up to five tools on each side, which at

different angles machine the joint edges. To rationally manufacture a

floorboard according to the invention with decorative grooves between the joint

edges, it must be possible to perform machining of the surface of the

floorboard also between the chains 50,51. According to the invention, this is

most convenient made by one or more milling motors being provided with

extended tool shafts so that the milling motors can be positioned outside the

chain while at the same time the tool 71 performs machining between the

chains. This is advantageous in particular when manufacture is to be

performed of decorative grooves which are close to the joint edges. Separate

milling motors can also be placed between the chains 50,51. For rational

manufacture of a floorboard with a mechanical locking system and with

decorative joint portions at the joint edges and/or between the joint edges, it is

as a rule necessary for the number of machining motors and tools on each

side to be increased to six. Manufacture can be still more rational if the number
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0 of tools is increased to between six and eight on each side. The tool 71 which

Smachines the groove in the surface of the floor- board between the joint edges

should operate vertically, i. e. perpendicular, to the surface of the floorboard.

The tools machining the joint edges can operate vertically, horizontally or at

5 different angles.

Manufacture of floorboards, especially laminate flooring, according to these
00oo

preferred methods is not known and does not exist today. It goes without

O saying that the decorative grooves can also be made in a separate operation,

c but this causes a higher cost and considerably greater variation than in the

case where all parallel decorative grooves are made in the same machine in

Sone operation. The accuracy of the grooves in depth and side can with the

preferred manufacturing method according to Fig. 8 be made with a tolerance

of a few hundredths of a millimetre.

Figs 9a-d show how a decorative groove 133 can be formed on merely one

edge of two joined floorboards 1, This embodiment has several advantages.

The number of tools can be reduced and the joint gap will be less visible. In

Fig. 9a, the lateral surfaces 22 and 23 are perpendicular to the horizontal

plane HP and the bottom surface 21 is parallel to the surface. In Fig. 9b, the

lateral surfaces 22 and 23 are undercut and angled according to lines 11a,

11b. An angled lateral surface 22 may conceal a possible play between the

upper joint edges of the floorboards. Fig. 9c shows an example of an angled

bottom 21 and lateral surface 23. Fig. 9d shows merely a horizontal joint

system. The decorative groove 133 has an angled 22 and a rounded 23 lateral

surface. All preferred embodiments of the joint edges according to Figs 9a-9d

can be combined. It is obvious that other angles, radii, depths and widths can

be used within the scope of the invention.

Fig. 10a shows a floorboard with a decorative groove on one long side 133a

and one short side 133b. Fig. 10b shows a decorative groove on merely one

long side 133a. Figs 10c and 10d show a floor which consists of the

floorboards according to the Figures above. Fig. 10e shows two parallel

grooves 135,133a and 134,133b on the long sides and short sides. In this



0 embodiment, the grooves have different widths. The floorboard has in this

(embodiment also an elliptic groove 136 in the surface.

It is obvious that all the preferred embodiments can be freely combined with

each other and that the grooves can be given optional designs in terms of

number, width, depth, shape in all three dimensions etc. The floor- boards can

be designed so that they can be connected, for instance, long side against
00

Olong side, short side against short side or long side against short side. The

O joint systems and/or the decorative grooves can be mirror-inverted and laying

1 can take place in herringbone pattern with floorboards that need not

necessarily have parallel opposite sides.

Fig. 1 la shows how the decorative joint portion can be formed in, for instance,

a laminate floor by means of a diamond tool TP1 which in this embodiment

operates at an angle TA of about 45 degrees to the horizontal plane HP. The

aluminium oxide in the wear layer of the laminate causes great wear in the

point WP. This problem can be reduced if the form of the tool is stepped. When

part of the diamond is worn out, the tool can be moved to position TP1'

according to Fig. 11b. The tool can also be moved vertically in small steps of

e.g. some hundredths of a millimetre. The depth of the groove will then vary,

but differences of a few tenths of a millimetre are hardly visible, especially in

cases where the decorative joint portion is formed on only one of the two

adjoining edges. The tool TP1 can operate at other angles. In this

embodiment, the thickness of the surface layer is about 0.2 mm, the width P1

of the groove about 1 mm, the depth P2 of the groove about 0.3 mm and the

depth of penetration of the melamine 25 under the surface layer between 0.2

and 0.4 mm. Such a decorative joint portion is, inter alia, suitable for use in

floorboards having a format corresponding to parquet blocks and being laid in

parallel rows, diamond pattern or herringbone pattern. In these cases,

decorative joint edges may be convenient to arrange on only one long side and

one short side of each floorboard. As a rule, the core is impregnated with a

colour pigment which is darker than the surface of the floorboard.

The invention described herein is susceptible to variations, modifications

and/or additions other than those specifically described and it is to be
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00 understood that the invention includes all such variations, modifications and/or

c, additions which fall within the spirit and scope of the above description.

Throughout the description of this specification the word "comprise" and

variations of that word, such as "comprises" and "comprising", are not intended

to exclude other additives or components or integers.

00

NO
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0 THE CLAIMS DEFINING THE INVENTION ARE AS FOLLOWS:

1. A system for making a decorative joint portion at two adjoining joint

edges of adjacent laminate floorboards, each floorboard having a core, a

laminate surface layer arranged on an upper side of the core, and connecting

5 means arranged at said adjoining joint edges for connecting the floorboards

with each other in a vertical and/or horizontal direction, parts of the surface

OO layer closest to said adjoining joint edges forming a horizontal plane and the

Olaminate surface layer including an upper layer and an underlying layer,

wherein at least one of said adjoining joint edges has a surface which consists

of the underlying layer and which is substantially parallel to the horizontal

Splane.

2. A system as claimed in claim 1, wherein each of said adjoining joint

edges has a surface which consists of said underlying layer and which is

substantially parallel to the horizontal plane.

3. A system as claimed in claim 1, wherein only one of said adjoining joint

edges has a surface which consists of said underlying layer and which is

substantially parallel to the horizontal plane.

4. A system as claimed in claim 1, wherein said underlying layer is a

reinforcing layer or a decorative layer.

A system as claimed in any one of the preceding claims, wherein the

joint edges of two adjacent floorboards meet in a vertical joint plane, and said

surface including said underlying layer extends from the joint plane inwards to

each floorboard a total distance which is at least 0.1 times the thickness of the

floorboard.

6. A system as claimed in claim 5, wherein the connecting means are

formed for connecting adjacent floorboards about said vertical plane both

perpendicular thereto and perpendicular to said surface layer.



0 7. A system as claimed in any one of the preceding claims, wherein said

Nunderlying layer is positioned a distance of at least 0.1 times the thickness of

the surface layer from the horizontal plane.

5 8. A system as claimed in any one of the preceding claims, wherein the

floorboards are quadrilateral with a joint edge on each side edge, and each

00 floorboard has a surface layer of laminate and a decorative joint portion at all

Ojoint edges.

S 10 9. A system as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 7, wherein the
Sfloorboards are quadrilateral with a joint edge on each side edge, and each

floorboard has a surface layer of laminate and a decorative joint portion at only

two joint edges.

10. A system as claimed in claim 9, wherein the floorboards are

quadrilateral having long and short sides, and each floorboard has a surface

layer of laminate and a decorative joint portion on only one long side and one

short side.

11. A system as claimed in any one of the preceding claims, wherein the

connecting means are formed for connecting a floorboard with a previously

installed floorboard by inward angling and/or snapping-in to a locked position.

12. A system as claimed in any one of the preceding claims, wherein the

core is HDF, MDF, particle board or plywood.

13. A laminate floorboard which has a core, a laminate surface layer

arranged on an upper side of the core, and connecting means arranged at

opposite joint edges of the floorboard for connecting the floorboard with a

substantially identical floorboard in a vertical and/or horizontal direction, parts

of the laminate surface layer closest to said joint edges forming a horizontal

plane, and the laminate surface layer including an upper layer and an

underlying layer, wherein at least one of the joint edges of the floorboard has a
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0 surface which includes the underlying layer and which is substantially parallel

to the horizontal plane.

14. A system for making a decorative joint portion at two adjoining joint

5 edges of adjacent laminate floorboards, each floorboard having an MDF or

HDF core with an upper side, a laminate surface layer arranged on the upper

oo side of the core, and connecting means arranged at said adjoining joint edges
0

Ofor connecting the floorboards with each other in a vertical and/or horizontal

Sdirection, parts of the laminate surface layer closest to said adjoining joint

edges forming a horizontal plane, wherein at least one of said adjoining joint

0 edges has a surface which consists of an impregnated part of the core which is

closest to the laminate surface layer and which is substantially parallel to the

horizontal plane.

15. A system as claimed in claim 14, wherein two joint edges adjoining each

other have respective surfaces which consist of the core and which are

substantially parallel to the horizontal plane.

16. A system as claimed in claim 14, wherein only one of said joint edges

adjoining each other has a surface which consists of the core and which is

substantially parallel to the horizontal plane.

17. A system as claimed in any one of claims 14 to 16, wherein the joint

edges of two adjacent floorboards meet in a vertical joint plane, and that the

surface of the core extends inwards from the joint plane to the floorboard a

total distance which is at least 0.1 times the thickness of the floorboard.

18. A system as claimed in any one of claims 14 to 16, wherein the core

has a surface portion which extends perpendicularly downwards from the

upper side of the core, said surface portion being impregnated for the purpose

of modifying the appearance of at least the surface portion.

19. A system as claimed in claim 18, wherein the surface portion is

impregnated to a depth of at least 0.1 times the thickness of the floorboard.
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0 20. A system as claimed in claim 18 or 19, wherein the floorboards are

quadrilateral with a joint edge on each side edge and all joint edges are

impregnated.

21. A system as claimed in any one of claims 14 to 20, wherein the

connecting means are formed for connecting adjacent floorboards about a

00oo vertical joint plane both perpendicular thereto and perpendicular to said
0

Osurface layer.

22. A system as claimed in any one of claims 14 to 21, wherein the

connecting means are formed for connecting a floorboard with a previously

installed floorboard by inward angling and/or snapping-in to a locked position.

23. A system as claimed in any one of claims 14 to 22, wherein said surface

which consists of the core is located at a shorter distance from the surface

layer of the floorboard than from said connecting means.

24. A laminate floorboard, which has an HDF or MDF core with an upper

side, a laminate surface layer arranged on the upper side of the core, and

connecting means arranged at adjoining joint edges of the floorboard for

connecting the floorboard with a substantially identical floorboard in a vertical

and/or horizontal direction, parts of the surface layer closest to said joint edges

forming a horizontal plane, wherein at least one of the joint edges of the

floorboards has a surface which includes an impregnated part of the core

which is closest to the laminate surface layer and which is substantially parallel

to the horizontal plane.

A system for making a decorative joint portion at two adjoining joint

edges of adjacent laminate floorboards, each floorboard having a core with an

upper side and a laminate surface layer arranged on the upper side of the core

and connecting means arranged at said adjoining joint edges for joining the

floorboards with each other in a vertical and/or horizontal direction, parts of the

floorboard closest to said adjoining joint edges forming a horizontal plane,

wherein at least one of said adjoining joint edges has a groove with a bottom
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0 surface and at least one lateral surface, the lateral surface having a first angle

to the horizontal plane, the bottom surface having a second angle to the

horizontal plane, said first angle being greater than said second angle, and the

bottom surface being formed in the laminate surface layer or in an

5 impregnated part of the core which is closest to the surface layer.

o00 26. A system as claimed in claim 25, wherein the surface layer includes a

reinforcing layer or a decorative layer, in which said bottom surface is formed.
(Ni

27 A system as claimed in claim 25, wherein the groove has a depth of at

Sleast 0.1 times the thickness of the surface layer.

28. A system as claimed in claim 25, wherein said bottom surface is formed

in said core.

29. A system as claimed in claim 28, wherein said core, in at least an area

adjacent to said bottom surface, is impregnated for the purpose of modifying

the appearance of at least said bottom surface.

30. A system as claimed in claim 29, wherein the groove has a depth of at

least 0.1 times the thickness of the floorboard.

31. A system as claimed in any one of claims 25 to 30, wherein said bottom

surface is positioned at a shorter distance from the surface layer of the

floorboard than from said connecting means.

32. A method for making a decorative joint portion on a laminate floorboard,

said floorboard including an upper layer and an underlying layer, the method

including the step of at least partly removing, adjacent to an edge portion of

the floorboard, the upper layer so that said underlying layer is uncovered and

forms a surface which is substantially parallel to the upper side of the

floorboard.
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0 33. A method as claimed in claim 32, wherein said underlying layer includes

a reinforcing layer or decorative layer which is arranged under said upper

layer.

34. A method as claimed in claim 32, wherein said underlying layer consists

of a core of the floorboard.

00oo

A method as claimed in claim 33, wherein said underlying layer includes

an impregnated portion of said core.

S 

36. A method as claimed in any one of claims 32 to 36, including removing,

perpendicular to the surface of the floorboard, said upper layer only to such a

degree that said underlying layer is uncovered.

37. A method as claimed in claim 36, wherein said underlying layer is

substantially not removed.

38. A method as claimed in any one of claims 32 to 37, wherein said upper

layer is removed by machining using a stepped tool.

39. A method for making a decorative joint portion on a laminate floor panel

for manufacturing a floorboard for laminate flooring, the floorboard including an

upper layer, the method including the provision, under said upper layer, of an

underlying layer adjacent to at least one edge portion of the floorboard, and at

least partly removing the upper layer so that said underlying layer is uncovered

and forms a surface parallel to an upper side of the floorboard.
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